Learning online
What we’ve learned about learning
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Why learn online

• Work at your own pace

• Learn when it suits you
• Focus on your passion project
• Feel part of a wider world

• Avoid class distractions
• More equality of communication
• Time to absorb material, reflect before communicating
• Experience resources, people from anywhere
• Technologies and approaches can help us learn
• We just expect to be able to!

Why teach online

• Reach learners wherever they are

• Flexible delivery modes
• Extend classroom experience, preparation and follow-up
• Provides instant participation data for evaluation

• Meet learner expectations
• Models digital citizenship
• Enhances digital literacy concepts and skills
• Online communities of practice for support

It gave me a framework. It showed me a
landscape and it showed me where I
could put myself in that landscape and it
gave me a focus - this is where I am and
this is where I, as a teacher in the library,
this is what I could do.
- Course participant, AITSL study interview

Does it work?

• 90% reported the course changed their professional practice;
72% said it changed it somewhat or completely
• 73% reported a sense of substantial personal progression
• 93% would recommend the course to colleagues
• 90% reported a sense of having learned
•

86% of participants seek out online professional development as
a result of their experience of our courses, with almost 70%
looking for self-paced learning opportunities

•

98.5% of participants indicated they shared their professional
learning with colleagues and school staff.
(Participant surveys: SLV Online PD 2012 and 2014)

Key findings and trends

Networks

The power of social media networks to transform learning

Shared
Increased confidence and language to support
language and engagement with peers and shared learning experiences
confidence
Working in
teams

Learning enhanced by working with colleagues in school
teams

PL as process Understanding that professional learning is a personal
not destination responsibility and ongoing and is in your control
Immediate
application

Skills and tools need to be immediately applicable to work

What we’ve learned

Keep it
personal

Building confidence in the local school community
enables participants to reach out from a safe place.
Personal projects with tangible outcome for students and
colleagues are most successful, and transformative

Build on
Starting with known skills helps participants understand
existing skills as and apply their learning in new contexts and ideas that
reference
they were uncomfortable with before
point

Choice and
relevance

Projects work well and allow people to makes choices
about how they use web, building confidence and sense
of agency.

Because of the Research Toolkit
[we]decided we needed to get research
skills into classes because the kids just had
no idea. So then we devised a program
that we put into classrooms, and
collaborated with other teachers to be
able to have time to teach the kids.
- Course participant, AITSL study interview

Our approach

• Content designed and developed collaboratively
• Evidence-based learning design approach and process
• Modelled on Connected Inquiry framework

• Understanding the learner narrative
• Applying web usability and design thinking
• Creating a context in which people can learn by doing
• Defines concepts as well as teaching skills and tools
• Applies concepts to real world scenarios

• We model the use of free or simple tools and platforms
• We connect people to communities of practice or create
conversation within the learning experience.

Connected Inquiry

• Based on Connected Learning (Ito et al) and other recent

evidence-based findings
• Project-based learning proven to be effective
• Provides for immediate application of learning

• Allows people to follow their passion
• Always starts with the learners’ needs
• Adds concepts of social/networked learning and digital fluency
• Enables higher levels of information literacy and access to web
content and global collections
• High quality content is critical.

Connected inquiry

Make the web work for you – a project based course for beginners (2015)

Our design process

• Who are our learners?
• What do they need? How do they learn?
• What do they already know?
• What’s their intrinsic motivation?
• How do we get them from start to finish?
• What support do they need? How should it feel?
• What can we do better than anyone else?

• Is anyone else offering it?
• Who needs to be in the room to solve this?
• How do we collaborate?
• Who does what?
• Then kick off standard project planning processes.

Ted
• 75
• Retired plumber, healthy and active
• Wife, Lois, and three adult children,
grandkids
• Likes to solve problems himself, doesn’t
like asking advice or losing face from not
knowing about something
• Likes fixing things, machinery
• Volunteers at the local Men’s shed,
heard about SLV and the program through
a word-of-mouth referral from a mate
• Self-reliant
• Uses PC for basic email with family, uses
the web to find out contact details for
suppliers, locating parts at shops, often
finds contact details online then calls on
the phone, Googles basic info
• Has a smartphone but no apps, texts
occasionally, doesn’t understand what
apps are, would be hooked if he was
shown how it worked (just another toolbox)

The participants’ experience: public courses

• Learning to learn online
• Materials: plain English text supported by videos
• Learn by doing: practice by following the steps and make a
discovery
• Learn concepts, skills, tools, behaviours, capabilities
• Enhanced confidence
• Practical application of capabilities and tools

• Case studies and real world examples
• Some are drop in/drop out – no assessments, no live support
• Others are supported courses (eg family history)
• Get help from a librarian.

Branching Out: online learning in family history (2013)

The participants’ experience: professional development

• Learning to learn online
• Scaffolding: active support and coaching by peers
• Learn by doing: focus on a project or topic you care about
• Learn from mentors who model the approach, principles, skills,
tools, behaviours, capabilities
• Materials: text, multimedia, activities
• Assessments and tasks to reinforce learning, provide a sense of

progress
• Discussion in context, and on social media if relevant
• Practical application of capabilities and tools
• Case studies and real world examples
• Regular webinars.

Branching Out: online learning in family history (2016)

Branching Out: online learning in family history (2016)

Shift Alt Story: digital storytelling (2014)

Shift Alt Story: digital storytelling (2016)

Aims: Jump Start

• Generate a sustainable culture of learning to learn in public
libraries
• Increase staff levels of capability and confidence in discussing
and using digital technology with patrons and colleagues
• Encourage a network of skilled and enthusiastic digital literacy
champions in public library services
• Respond specifically to the digital literacy needs outlined in the
Public Libraries Victoria Network Skills Audit and Workforce
Action Plan.

Jump Start (2015-16)

The Quest

Joseph Campbell, The Hero with A Thousand Faces,
Palladin, London, 1988 (first published 1949).

The quest for knowledge

Aligned learning processes: how does it feel for the
learner?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Uncertainty
Seeking guidance or information
Being tested or challenged
Finding your own way to understanding
Feeling overwhelmed
Gaining knowledge
Sensing mastery
Application for the greater good.

Motivation
to learn

Uncertainty

Application

Challenges

Mastery

Scaffolding

Finding
your own
way

Tools & techniques of narrative

• Mystery (curiosity)
Don't tell them everything. They need to discover it.
• Action
Get them straight into it - moving, doing things.
• Challenge
Start with something hard that requires deep thinking.
• Risk
How can you create a situation in which they may lose something?
• Uncertainty of outcome
Can you create suspense? Unpredictability?
• Opportunity for mastery
Can they demonstrate their growing mastery in difficult scenarios?
• Visible signs of progress
What rewards can you offer? How will they tell they are progressing?
• Emotional content
Use the tools of narrative to engage the emotions - risk and
achievement.

Brainstorm

Write down:
• What is the one thing the learner needs to learn? (What is the
mystery?)
• What is the one thing you want to achieve? (What is the
outcome?)
• Four things you must get right - things the learner must experience
or learn.

Your learner’s journey/s

• What is it about?
• Who is your protagonist? Is
there more than one?
• Where is it set?
• How can you start the action
quickly?
• What are the challenges or
obstacles?
• What real life scenarios would
make them feel as if something
was at risk?
• In what ways will they feel a
sense of agency?
• What decisions do they have to
make? What problems do they
solve?

• What happens if they get it
wrong?
• What information or guidance
do they need at each point?
• Who will they meet on the
way?
• Is there an opportunity to work
together with others?
• Or compete against others?
• Or create something? Tell their
own story?
• How will their increasing
mastery be rewarded?
• Is there more than one possible
path to mastery?

Next steps
• Figure out (roughly) what you want to say at each key plot point what do they need to know, what instructions will help them
proceed?
• Draft a skeleton script that follows the map you have created.
• It won't be perfect. That’s OK.
• What is the best way of telling your story at that moment? What
content do you need to create? A case study? A video? A new
scenario? A challenge? (How will they learn best at that moment?)
Storyboarding
• Sketch out the action at each key point - divide your script into
scenes (or shots)
• Draw what the learners will see at this moment.
• You can use paper or Powerpoint/Keynote slides - one sheet or slide
for each shot. Or a tool like Storyboard That.

Truly it transformed me or maybe it turned
me inside out […] it allowed me to
develop professionally with like-minded
people. It allowed me to share with those
people and beyond.
- Course participant, AITSL study interview

Questions?

slv.vic.gov.au
kgardiner@slv.vic.gov.au
@slvlearn

